A general numerical model is developed to simulate the impact of an elongated microbody with a spherical tip against a at surface. Experimental data of sphere impacts are used to determine the parameters used in the simulations. Two kinds of microbodies are considered: a rod with spherical ends and 2 hemispheres connected by a thin rigid rod. The results show that under the same incident velocity and orientation angle, the impacts are affected by the microbody shape. Angular velocity changes are quite sensitive to the length and orientation of the rod. Rotational energy balance plays an important role for long microbodies. The rebound velocity at the contact tip and the center of mass is different and can lead to secondary impacts. In contrast to spheres, tangential (friction) and normal forces are coupled for elongated microbodies. Because the tangential and normal forces act over the contact area at the end of the rod, a moment about the mass center is produced. The rotation of the rod is driven by this moment, which, in turn, changes the relative velocity and contact forces over the contact area. Thus the coef cient of restitution at the contact tip is also effected by and becomes a function of the geometry and orientation of the microbody. The simulation results support that three-dimensional (3D) microbody impact response is determined not only by the material and incident velocities but also by the geometry and orientation of the principal axis of the microbody.
INTRODUCTION
Microbody deposition onto surfaces occurs in many applications, such as ltration, surface coating, and contaminant detection. In this paper, only smooth, at surfaces are considered. Usually, to simpilfy the problem, microbodies are treated as microspheres. Most studies separate the contact process and forces into normal and tangential components (Israelachvili and Tabor 1972) . The theoretical contact area of spherical surfaces in Hertzian contact with adhesion has been calculated by Johnson et al. (1971) and Derjaguin et al. (1975) . Concerned about the normal and tangential loading, Skinner and Gane (1972) and Ando et al. (1995) measured the friction and the normal attraction forces between surfaces under micro-loads. Several impact models have been developed based on these works to predict the rebound velocity of the microsphere (Dahneke 1975; Wall et al. 1990; Tsai et al. 1991; Xu and Willeke 1993; Brach and Dunn 1995) . Experiments and numerical simulations have focused on the prediction of the rebound velocities for normal impact or oblique impact of spheres (Li et al. 1999) . However, no angular velocity data was published because accurate measurements of microbody rotation, and sliding during impact could not be made. Numerical simulation offers an alternative and important way to understand the effects of incident angle, rotation, and initial velocities on microbody impact. A more obvious reason to do numerical simulation is that without simulation one can never fully understand the response of such a highly nonlinear dynamic model under complicated circumstances. A threedimensional (3D) model for microsphere impacts has been introduced by Cheng et al. (2002) . In that paper, numerical results are generated and analyzed for complicated initial conditions.
The effects of microbody geometry cannot be considered using sphere impact simulations. In reality, the shape of the microbody can also be important in the mechanics of impact. In order to identify the signi cance of the geometry of the microbody, a 3D simulation model for an arbitrarily-shaped microbody impacting a at surface is developed in this paper. The model is compared to the simulation of sphere impacts. Then the impacts of a rod with spherical ends and also 2 hemispheres connected by a thin rigid rod are used to investigate the effects of initial conditions and geometrical parameters.
CONTACT MODEL
A model for the impact of an arbitrarily-shaped microbody with a smooth at surface is developed in order to investigate the effects of the shape of the microbody on the behavior of the impact. The contact region of the microbody and surface is still considered to be spherical and Hertzian elastic theory and the adhesion ring force model used in the sphere impact simulation by Brach and Dunn (1995) is assumed to remain valid. In the current simulation, the kinetic energy is assumed to be dissipated only in the contact region (the spherical tip). No plastic or internal energy dissipation is considered. The local spherical contact region is modeled with Brach and Dunn's simulation model (1995) using a ring-force model for adhesion loading.Because the deformation and the contact area are small compared to the local curvature radius of the spherical tip and the size of the microbody, the microbody is considered to be an in nite halfspace in the evaluation of contact forces and a rigid body in the kinematic computation. Figure 1 shows the local geometry and coordinate system of the hemispherical contact tip. Typically the contact radius, a, is small compared to the curvature radius, r. Because the microbody is small and the impact durations are short, the effects of gravity are negligible.Material and adhesion dissipation are nonlinear but are assumed to be dependent on the rst power of the normal velocity. Mathematical analysis shows that higher power velocity dependent dissipation, under most circumstances, does not make a signi cant difference compared to the rst power approximation.
According to Brach and Dunn's simulation model, during contact the normal contact force for the microbody is
The rst term of the right side of Equation (1) is the Hertzian force and the corresponding material damping. Without the second term, this equation describes pure Hertzian elastic contact. However, the second term, the adhesion and damping force, makes the contact adhesive. The adhesion force is modeled by a ring force actingon the peripheryof the circular contactarea. The current adhesive contact model can be related to the JohnsonKendall-Roberts(JKR) theory (Johnson et al. 1971) . At the equilibrium position, in which the velocity and the resultant normal force is zero, both the JKR model and the current model produce the same equilibrium contact radius. This condition gives the relationship between the adhesion line force, f 0 , and other material parameters (Li et al. 1999) :
However, Equation (1) does not predict the so-called snap-off and snap-on procedure. In Equation (1) the Hertzian elastic force and the adhesion force are all zero when there is no normal displacement (n D 0). The adhesion force and the contact area appear only when there is normal displacement. In other words, once the contact area is formed, the sphere tip will be deformed and this will give a normal displacement, n. However, the JKR theory produces the contact area and the adhesion force rst and this initial "snap-on" does not cause any normal displacement. The parameters in Equations (1) and (2) are the material stiffness, K , the combined surface energy, w A , and damping coef cients, C H and C A , for Hertzian and adhesion damping, respectively. The adhesion line force, f 0 , can be calculated from Equation (2). The relative displacement of the mass center is n where n · 0 during contact and Ç n < 0 initially. The original radius of the spherical end is r , and a is the contact radius. As predicted by Hertzian theory,
Through dimensional analysis, the damping constants can be put into a nondimensional form:
where A and H are the nondimesional Hertzian and adhesion damping parameters that are determined through the experimental data of normal impact. The velocity,v 0 , is a positive reference velocity, which is the normal incident velocity in the simulation. A form of Coulomb friction with a coef cient f is used to model the tangential forces:
where Ã is the directional angle of the relative tangential velocity on the contact surface. F n is the resultant normal force over the contact area, which is equal to the right-hand side of Equation (1). Coulomb friction is nonlinear in this model. The nonlinearity is caused by the absolute value of F n in Equations (6) and (7). At the beginning and the end stage of contact, the normal force is negative due to the fact that for small displacement, n, the adhesion force is larger than the Hertzian elastic force. Thus friction for a "pulling" force contact has to be modeled. In the current simulationmodel, the tangentialfriction force is assumed to be proportional to the magnitude of the total normal force, including the adhesion attraction process. Friction exists due to the relative tangential motion at the interface. The problem of friction under negative normal load has not been fully resolved.
There are some measurement results by Skinner and Gane (1972) that show the same relationship between friction and negative normal loading as used here. Values of the material parameters used in the simulation are listed in Table 1 .
RIGID BODY KINEMATICS
The deformation on the contact tip predicted by Brach and Dunn's model is small compared to the geometry of the microbody. Thus the motion of the whole microbody is modeled by rigid body kinematics. The initial angles of the microbody's principal axes with substrate surface are given as initial conditions and the principal moments of inertia are treated as known parameters in the simulation. Consider the arbitrarily-shaped microbody A shown in Figure 2 . Letn with the translation of the center of mass), as shown in Figure 2 . The rotating frame xed to a rigid body can be related to the inertial frame, R, by 3 successive rotations. If the 3 successive rotations are denoted by ®;¯, and°, a matrix, S, called the direction cosine matrix can be de ned, which relates the base unit vectors,n i , to the body unit vectors,n A i (i D 1; 2; 3). In matrix form, the relation isn
wheren A is the unit vector for the rotating frame andn is the unit vector for the translation inertia frame xed on the mass center.
Consider a vector,r , xed on a rigid body, A, as shown in Figure 2 . De ne
where Rw A is viewed as an operator that produces the total derivatives ofr by cross multiplication. The components of the angular velocity are given by a skew matrix, Ä, such that
[10]
and the angular velocity vector is
In matrix form, the transform from rotations ®,¯, and°is
where
Thus the rates of Euler angles in the expressions of angular velocities are Because of the arbitrary shape of the microbody, the orientation of the principle axes changes during impact. This causes dif culty for numerical simulation. In order to trace the microbody position in each time step, a set of intermediate reference frames and the corresponding transforms are used. By computation of the Euler angles, the position of the microbody is adjusted according to the rotation and translation of the microbody. Figure 3 shows a set of unit vectors xed in the rigid body A and de ned with respect to a set of auxiliary frames that is used in the calculation. The computational loop of the simulation begins with the initial frame, A 0 . The initial Euler angles of the principle axis (® 0 ;¯0;°0) are offered as initial conditions. The initial direction cosine matrix is S A0 R D S(® 0 ;¯0;°0). It is easy to show that the inverse transform is S
The procedure is as follows. 2. Transform the force and moment vectors from frame R to frame A:
[16]
3. Integrate the following Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Gill (R-K-G) method to get the angular velocities ! i :
where I j ( j D 1; 2; 3) is the moment of inertia about the principle axis of the microbody, r j is the moment arm vector of the total contact force,F A , and
4. According to the relationship shown by Equation (15) and
[20]
6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 until the end of the impact. When the normal displacement returns to zero and the normal velocity is positive, the impact is ended.
In Figure 4 , O 0 is the center of the spherical contact region of the microbody. O is the center of the contact area, and C is the mass center of the microbody. The vectorr 0 is the position vector of the center of the sphericaltip,Ō 0 O, andd is the position vector of the mass center,C O 0 .r 0 is always upward in frame R:
d is always along the ¡n so the position vectorr of the mass center in frame R,r R is
The contact forces are computated based on the relative velocity between the microbody and the surface over the contact area in the frame R at time step i , which can be derived by the following equations:v
wherev c is the translationalvelocity of the mass center and
is the rigid body angular velocity in frame R at time step i:
There are 2 stages in the normal microbody impact: approach and rebound, separated by an instant of zero relative normal velocity of point O 0 . The impact starts with a zero normal displacement and a negative normal velocity (toward the surface). When the relative normal contact velocity is negative, v r1 < 0, the motion of the microbody is toward the surface. The impact is in the approach stage. Because of the contact interaction forces between the microbody and the surface, the normal velocity in the contact region decreases. At the end of approach, the velocity of the microbody at O 0 becomes zero and the contact area is positive. During rebound, the normal contact velocity becomes positive, v r 1 > 0. Equations of motion introduced previously are integrated by the R-K-G method with initial conditions of n(0) D 0 and Ç n(0) D v r1 (0). The whole process stops until the normal contact displacementof the microbody becomes zero again, which means that n D 0 and Ç n > 0. If there is any tangential relative velocity in the contact area, v r2 or v r 3 equals to zero, then a pure rolling contact or velocity reversal occurs. The critical friction force, F R c , necessary to keep the microbody from sliding is calculated. If F R c · ¹F n , then the microbody will return to sliding, otherwise the microbody will remain the pure rolling condition. If neither of the tangential contact velocity components is zero, then Coulomb friction is calculated according to the following equation:
where f is the Coulomb friction coef cient and » is the direction cosine of the contact velocity projection on then i direction.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS
Three types of body geometries are used in the numerical simulation for different purposes. A sphere is used to identify potential errors in the arbitrarily-shaped body impact model and to validate the model to the extent possible through the 2D case of sphere impact. A structure consisting of 2 hemispheres connected by a thin rigid rod with no mass is used to identify the effects of the length of the microbody on impact. Finally, a rod with hemispherical ends (see Figure 6 ) is used to investigate the combined effects of the initial orientation, geometry, and mass on the impact results. At the present stage, because of the dif culties in experimental measurements of the microrotation and tangential motion in a short time period (nanoseconds), no data are available for the veri cation of the simulation results for a microbody with a geometry other than spherical. Even for spheres, rotational effects must be inferred. The practical meaning of the simulation is to reveal the possible signi cance of the shape of the microbody on the impact results and some new characteristics generated by the aspects of the geometry. For example, the results show that the coef cient of restitution at the contact tip for a given initial condition and xed material properties is not a constant. It is also a function of the geometric shape and initial orientation of the microbody. The possibility of a secondary impact and the capture condition for an arbitrarily-shaped microbody are related to its geometry and initial conditions (including orientation). These results may be interesting for future experimental measurements.
Sphere
A sphere can be seen as a rod with hemispherical ends and zero length (represented by L in Figures 5 and 6 ). Because of symmetry, sphere impacts are not affected by the transform of coordinate systems and the Euler angles of the principle axis. Sphere impacts are simulated using both the 3D arbitrarilyshaped body model and the sphere model (Cheng et al. 2002) in parallel and the results are compared. The comparison shows the independence of Euler angles and the agreement of the results between these 2 models. The simulation results for sphere impact are also compared to the experimental data by Wall et al. (1990) . Figure 7 shows one example of these simulation results. In the gure, parameters with values listed in Table 1 are xed for 4 different sphere diameters. The simulation results predict very well the coef cients of restitution for different diameter and different incident velocities. The simulations are veri ed at least for the 2D sphere impact. In order to describe and compare the simulation results, 2 restitution coef cients are de ned. The restitutioncoef cient,e n , is the ratio of the magnitudeof rebound (subscript, r ) to initial (subscript, i ) normal (subscript, n) velocity at the contact tip (subscript, c):
The restitution coef cient, e nm , is the ratio of the magnitude of rebound to initial normal velocity at the center of mass (subscript, m):
For all numerical results, the integration interval was chosen to be small enough to yield consistent results, but not to cause signi cant round-off errors. The tolerance level was set such that the global difference in solutions ranged from <1 part in 10 7 to <1 part in 10 10 .
Figure 7.
Simulation results versus experimental data for 2D sphere impacts.
Massless Rod and Hemispheres
The microbodygeometryin Figure 5 is used in the simulation. The microbody is 2 hemispheres connected by a rigid-body bar with no mass. The radius of the hemisphere is r 0 and the length of the rigid bar is L. The shape of the microbody is described by the length ratio, ½ r D L=r 0 . Figure 5 also shows the de nition of orientation angle, which is the angle¯, with ® D°D 0 ± . The microbody shown in Figure 5 is suitable to investigate the effects of the length ratio on the impact results because for a given radius, r 0 , and xed material properties, the mass and the damping of the impact according to Equations (4) and (5) do not change when the length ratio changes. Therefore the impact results are affected purely by the length ratio ½ r .
To analyze the simulation results, 2 coef cients of restitution are de ned: the coef cient of restitution at the contact tip, e n , and the coef cient of restitution at the mass center, e nm . The coef cients, e n and e nm , are de ned as ratios of the rebound to incident normal velocity at the contact point and the mass center, respectively. Figure 8 shows the simulation results for the xed initial normal velocity and xed orientation angles (the incident velocity is 2 m/s; the orientation angles are 20 ± and 45 ± ). The length ratio, ½ r , changes from 0 to 50 with an increment of 0.5. For a microsphere, ½ r D 0. The microbody is called long and slim when ½ r > 10. As ½ r increases, its effect on e n becomes weaker. No signi cant changein e n is observed when ½ r > 10. Because the total energy dissipation happens locally at the contact area near the spherical tip according to the current simulation model, the energy dissipation does not change as ½ r varies. When ½ r is small, less kinetic energy is converted into rotational energy. Thus the percentage of energy dissipation through rolling and sliding is smaller.
The model also predicts a higher e n for small ½ r . The frictional energy dissipation increases when ½ r increases. However, when ½ r is very large, the total kinetic energy that is converted Figure 8 . The coef cients of restitution versus the length ratio for 2 hemispheres connected by a rigid rod with no mass (¯D 45 ± and 20 ± ).
into rotational energy reaches a practical limit. Thus for very long and slim microbodies, the increase in length does not make much difference on e n and the change in e n becomes more negligible. The effects of friction can also be observed in Figure 8 . The change in friction coef cient from f D 0:0 to f D 0:15 slightly decreases the rebound velocity at the contact tip but increases the rebound velocity at the mass center. This is caused by the increase of rotation due to friction during impact. For a slim microbody (½ r > 1:0), the mass center rebound velocity is always smaller than the contact tip rebound velocity (e n > e nm ). Thus the microbody rotates after rebound. If gravity is introduced, the rod is pulled back toward the surface and a second impact will occur at the other end of the microbody.
Cylindrical Rod
In reality, the mass also changes when the shape of the microbodychanges.To simplify the analysis,the rod shown in Figure 6 is used in the impact simulation. The shape of the rod is determined by the radius of the cross section, r 0 , and the distance between the center of the spherical ends, L. The length ratio, ½ r , is still de ned as the ratio of length to radius, ½ r D L =r 0 . Figure 9 shows the simulation results. As ½ r increases, e n increases. This result can be explained by damping. In the current model, energy is dissipated locally at the contact area and A and H are held xed. According to Equations (4) and (5), both Hertzian and adhesion damping are independent of the length ratio. Thus the energy dissipation per unit mass is proportionalto 1=m. When mass increases, the energy dissipation per unit mass decreases. Lower energy dissipation per unit mass gives a higher coef cient of restitution, e n . However, the increasing rate of e n decreases for longer rods because when the mass increases, the ratio of energy dissipation to the total kinetic energy becomes smaller. As a limit, the energy dissipation ratio is zero for a rod with in nite length and in nite kinetic energy. Therefore the Figure 9 . The coef cients of restitution versus the length ratio for a rod with 2 spherical ends (¯D 45
± and 20 ± ).
limit for e n is unity, which happens when the rod is in nitely long and ½ r D 1. From Figure 9 , it is clear that the effects of friction are similar to the cases shown in Figure 8 . Friction decreases e n slightly but increases e nm , and its effects on the mass center velocity are larger than the contact tip. The increase in orientation angle decreases e n slightly and e nm signi cantly. For the case of¯D 20 ± , when ½ r < 2, e n increases because of the increase of the total mass. When ½ r > 2 the increase of the rotational energy dissipation overcomes the effects of mass and e nm begins to decrease. Comparison of the¯D 45 ± case shows that the increase period for e nm is shorter for larger orientation angles (which corresponds to the shallow angle oblique impact). The effect of the length is more signi cant for larger orientation angles. In the case of¯D 45
± , e nm is negative when ½ r > 5. However, the corresponding e n is always positive. A negative value of e nm indicates that the normal velocity of the mass center of the rod does not reverse as the contact tip rebounds. This implies that a second impact can occur after the end of the rst impact.
Simulations for the same rod are conducted in which the initial orientation angle is varied to further understand the effects of the initial orientation angle. The results are shown in Figure 10 . The initial conditions for all the cases in Figure 10 are as follows:
± to 90 ± . Note that for angles approaching 90 ± , the contact area may no longer be circular. Although the initial tangential velocity components are zero, because of the orientation angle rotation is generated during impact. The initial orientation of the rod affects the normal velocity at the contact area. The normal velocity caused by rotation also affects the rebound velocity. Figure 10 shows that for constant dissipation parameters at the contact area, the value of the restitution coef cient at the contact point drops when the initial orientation angle increases (¯D 0 ± corresponds to the normal orientation) if ½ r > 0. The case of ½ r D 0 corresponds to the sphere impact. The coef cient Figure 10 . The coef cients of restitution versus the incident angle for a rod with 2 spherical ends (½ r D 10, 2, and 0). of restitution for the sphere impact is independentof the orientation angle. At normal orientation the mass center and the contact tip have the same rebound velocities because there is no rotation and friction is not generated. As¯increases (the orientation becomes more oblique), the coef cient of restitution at the mass center decreases signi cantly. The rate of decrease is higher for larger length ratio ½ r . When the rod is long, e nm is negative if the initial orientation angle is larger than a certain value. For the case of ½ r D 10, e nm < 0 if¯> 42 ± . However, the corresponding e n is still positive. A second impact is likely to occur after the rst impact. If the second contact happens, the microbody will likely be captured by the surface after repeated contacts. Thus unlike the sphere impact, the orientation of the rod also affects the "capture." According to the above simulation results, the "capture" of the microbody is determined by the material properties, the incident velocity, the shape of the microbody, and the initial orientation angles.
The velocities of the mass center of the rod and the contact area during the contact are also plotted to show the effects of friction and rotation. For spheres, the contact time is closely related to the combined material stiffness, K , and the adhesion line force, f 0 . However, the contact time for rod impact as shown in Figures 11 and 13 is also determined by the initial orientation angle,¯. With an increase in orientation angle, the contact time decreases. The rebound tangential velocities increase when the angles increase. However, the larger the angle is, the lower the rebound normal velocity is at the mass center. When the orientation angle is larger than a certain value, the rebound normal velocity at the mass center is zero or negative (keeping the same direction after impact). But from Figures 12 and 14 , the normal rebound contact velocity at the end of the rod is not signi cantly affected by the orientation angles. This means that a second con- tact after the rst contact is likely to occur at the other end of the rod if the incident angle is larger than a certain value. The effects of friction can be observed. Typically, the Coloumb friction coef cient is from 0:1 to 0:7. Figures 12 and 14 correspond to cases when the friction coef cient is 0:7 and 0:15, respectively. For a large friction coef cient, more resistance to tangential motion is placed at the contact area. The tangential velocity at the contact area is relatively very small and the mass center tangential velocity is proportional to the rotational velocity (Figure 11 ). On the other hand, when the friction coef cient is small, the resistance at the contact area is smaller. The free-end condition applies. The tangential velocity at the contact area is larger (Figure 14) . The mass center tangential velocity no longer is proportional to the rotational velocity. However, the tangentialmotion at the mass center and the contact area in Figure 14 changes directions during contact. In order to identify the reason for the change in direction of tangential motion during impact, the corresponding normal forces during contact are shown in Figure 15 . The inversion of the tangential and 
rotational motions occurs when adhesion and damping occurs. At the beginning of the contact in Figure 14 , the rod rotates toward the direction that decreases the orientation angle of the rod. After a certain period of time, the rotation and tangential motions change to the opposite direction. Figure 15 shows the normal contact force for the same cases shown in Figure 14 . The inverted rotation for large values of¯is caused by the change of sign of the normal force and tangential force during contact. Due to adhesion attraction, at the beginning and the end of contact the normal force is negative (along the approaching direction). Between the beginning and the end of contact, the normal force is positive (along the rebound direction). Whenī s not zero the moment of the normal force about the mass center of the rod changes direction and the inversion of rotation is produced. Figure 15 . The normal forces during contact for the cases shown in Figure 14 .
The model is capable of the simulation of more complicated impacts in which arbitrary initial rotational and translational velocities can be placed about all the principal axes and more complicatedmicrobody geometries can be considered.However, because of the dif cultyin understandingthe meaning of the simulation results, this paper has only presented several simpli ed cases to elucidate the potential effects caused by the geometry of the microbody.
CONCLUSIONS
From the simulation results, the following can be concluded. 1. The shape and aspect ratio of the microbody signi cantly affects the impact response. With the same material, target surface, mass, and curvature radius at the contact tip, when the initial orientation angle is not normal, the impact of a slim body is clearly different from the impact of a sphere. More rotation is generated when the ratio ½ r increases. Therefore rotational energy balance plays a more important role for slim microbody impacts. The coef cient of restitution at the contact tip for a microbody with ½ r > 1:0 is smaller than that of a sphere. Thus a microbody with ½ r > 1:0 is more likely to be captured by the surface.
2. If the mass of the microbody also changes when ½ r changes,the coef cient of restitutionincreases when the mass increases. However, the coef cient of restitution at the mass center decreases to negative values for large orientation angles. Considering the effects of the mass, slim microbodies are captured readily by the surface through secondary and more-multiple impacts.
3. For a given body shape, the impact is also affected by the initial orientation. The orientation angle not only causes different rebound velocities but also in uences the possibility of a second impact. If the incident angle is larger than a critical value, the coef cient of restitution at the mass center drops to a negative value. Multiple impacts occur and, due to the resultant energy dissipation and the microbody, is captured by the surface. This is different from the case of the sphere. Thus in the case of the arbitrarily-shaped body impact, surface capture is determined not only by the material parameters but also by the initial conditions. 4. Friction is important in microbody impacts in that it can change the velocity in the tangential direction at the contact tip. When friction is large, the nal tangential velocity at the contact tip is zero and the tangential velocity at the mass center is the cross product of the rotational velocity and the positional vector of the mass center. When friction is small, sliding continues through the contact duration. So friction and its moment about the mass center affect the tangential and rotational velocities. The tangential velocity at the mass center is not proportional to the rotational velocity for the small-friction cases when sliding occurs over the contact area.
5. Negative normal loads due to adhesion can cause reverse tangential motions at the contact area.
6. No experimental data are available to verify the simulation results for 3D arbitrarily-shapedmicrobody impact in the current
